Skewed X Inactivation in Women Carrying the FMR1 Premutation and Its Relation with Fragile-X-Associated Tremor/Ataxia Syndrome.
Fragile-X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome (FXTAS) is a late-onset multisystem neurological disorder characterized by intention tremor and cerebellar ataxia. We hypothesized that in FMR1 premutation females with FXTAS, a normal X chromosome might more frequently be inactivated; therefore, the aim of this study was to determine the relationship between skewed X chromosome inactivation (XCI) and FXTAS. We studied the XCI patterns of cases of FMR1 premutation in 10 women with FXTAS and 21 without FXTAS. The distribution of XCI patterns in the FXTAS and no-FXTAS groups showed differences regarding the allele presenting severe skewed XCI. In the FXTAS group, all cases preferentially inactivated the non-expanded X chromosome, whereas in the no-FXTAS group, all inactivated the expanded X chromosome. Nevertheless, no significant differences were found on comparing XCI frequencies among FMR1 premutation carriers with and without FXTAS. As expected, we found statistically significant differences in the skewed XCI on comparing FMR1 premutation women and controls. Although the reduced sample size and blood XCI patterns are two limitations of this study, our results suggest that the skewed XCI of the normal FMR1 allele may be a risk factor for the development of FXTAS. Furthermore, our findings also support the protective effect of the expression of a normal FMR1 allele.